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This book practices words with the short vowel sounds  

a  and  o. 

 

It uses the sight words/high frequency words 

a, the  and  is. 
These words should be learnt before the child is asked to 

read this book. 
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Sam has a cat. 

Sam has a mad cat. 

The mad cat ran. 

The 
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Sam has a fat cat. 

The cat is mad. 

Is the mad cat on a 

mat? 

the     is     Is 
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The mad cat is on 

the van.  

The man is mad! 

Draw the cat on the van and the mad man. 
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The mad cat has a  

hat. 

A top hat on the 

mad cat! 

Draw a top hat on the mad cat’s 

head. 

A 
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The mad cat is hot. 

Sam can fan the 

mad cat. 

Draw Sam fanning the mad cat.  
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The mad cat ran at 

the dog. 

The dog ran. The 

dog got on a log. 
Draw the dog on a log. 
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The dog can yap. 

The mad cat can 

not yap! 

The dog ran at the 

cat. The 

mad cat 

ran. 
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The mad cat ran at 

a rat. The rat ran 

on top. 

The fat mad cat 

can not 

hop on 

top.  
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The mad cat has a 

bag. 

The mad cat has 

the ham. 

The cat has the 

jam! 

Bad mad cat! 
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The mad cat is 

bad. 

The cat has a nap. 

A nap on a mat? 

Bad 

mad 

cat! 
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Not a bad cat! 

 

Not  
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Read for fluency. Read these words at least three times until 
you can read them easily. 

Colour a star each time you read them! 

has mad bad 

ran fat mat 

van man hat 

dog yap can 

not log ham 

jam nap is 


